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Solving
energy

poverty
THE

United

Nations

goals
for
fighting
extreme
poverty an
effort being assessed at a
summit this week in New
York will fall short unless

nations also work to bring

ment of about 41 billion per
year over the next five years

or just 0 06 percent of global
GDP said the report
Tackling the larger goal of
universal energy access
reaching all 1 4 billion people

eleetricit ya and modern safe ra iYho Jack access tp electricity
cooking technology to the bil
lions of energy poor people
around the globe a new
report says

The worsening problem of
energy poverty however can
be solved without breaking
the

banks

of nations and

without a significant worsen
ing of the climate change
problem said the study

released Tuesday by the
International Energy Agency
IEA and two UN bodies the
Development
UNDP

Programme

and the Industrial

Development

Organisation

UNIDO

Providing modem energy
to the very poor the popula
tion that the United Nations
seeks
to
reach
in
its

Millennium
Development
Goals
program—would
require an annual invest

and the 3 billion relying on
unventilated and inefficient

wood charcoal and dung
cooking stoves would require
only a modest increase in car
bon dioxide emissions the
report calculated
That s
because the amount of fuel
needed to address basic needs

is small and the opportuni
ties for using cleaner energy
are great
If the world

takes

the

problem on by 2030 global
electricity generation would
be just 2 9 percent higher oil
demand would rise less than

1 percent and carbon emis

sions would be just 0 8 per
cent higher than the world s
current trajectory

The report said that if
nothing is done to address
energy poverty by 2030 near
ly 4 000 people per day

on
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around the world will die due
to the toxic smoke and indoor

fires from unsafe primitive
cookstoves—more

than

the

premature death estimates
for malaria tuberculosis or
HIV AIDS
The
greatest

challenge

the report said is

in sub Saharan Africa where

only 31 percent of people
have electricity and 80 per
cent are using so called tra
ditional biomass for cooking
Exposure to burning crop
waste wood or dung burned
on open fires causes lung and
heart disease as well as acute

respiratory ailments
The report was released
amid a hree day summit
progress toward the UN s
Millennium
Development
Goals a kick off to this
week s opening of the General
Assembly Nearly 140 heads
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of state and high ranking
government

officials

were

expected to attend the ses
sion to identify what remains
to be done to reach the goal
adopted by the UN in 2000 to
address

the

world s

most

extreme poverty by 2015

Secretary General Ban
Ki moon has signaled that
he views access to energy as
essential for reaching that
goal after a special advisory
panel this spring detailed
the importance of energy in
assuring proper function of
health clinics and schools

providing pumping capacity
for clean water and sanita

tion and assuring delivery
of food Ban is expected to
call on the United Nations

to adopt a goal of universal
world energy access by
2030

Of course the UN already
had has trouble gaining the
financial commitments need
ed to achieve its Millennium

Development Goals on pover
ty without adding a new chal
lenge on energy
To finance global energy
solutions for the poor aid
agencies will need to break

from thinking that they need
to fund huge projects or
model

initiatives

Thomas

Taha

said
Rassam

Culhane co founder of Solar

CITIES

a nonprofit organi

zation that works with resi

dents of the poorest neighbor
hoods in Cairo Egypt and
other African

countries

to

Emerging Explorer argues
that aid organizations should

with fuels currently used in
primitive
cookstoves

use their financial clout to

Inefficient wood and waste
stoves create black carbon

buy in huge quantity the
materials

needed for small

energy and cooking projects
and make them available to

people in poor communities
at a radically reduced cost
That

would

liberate

their

innovation and entrepreneur
ial skills he says

For example

a biogas

digester that takes less than
a day to turn kitchen scraps
and other organic waste into
clean burning methane that
can be used for cooking and
electricity would cost 400

For people living on 2 a day
this is a tough investment
said Culhane But with help
to buy such systems for
groups of residents commu
nities could easily switch
from primitive cookstoves
and

tackle

waste related

health problems at the same
time

i SAiS We need to emphasize
parts and patterns rather
than packages and services
he said People can be fair
ly easily given capacity build
ing training to solve their
own energy problems
In addition to biogas
digesters potential solutions
include

advanced

biomass

cookstoves
that
greatly
reduce the products of incom
plete combustion and stoves
that use liquefied petroleum
gas
or LPG
of which
propane is a form
Advanced

biomass

and

install rooftop solar water

biogas are considered carbon

heaters and home scale bio

Culhane

who was a 2009

neutral fuel sources by some
experts because they offset
more emissions than they

National

Geographic

create And even though LPG

fuel

systems

Instead
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is not free of greenhouse gas
emissions it would greatly
reduce global warming and
health impacts compared

particulate emissions a large
contributor to climate change
that has a devastating
impact on health

A variety of financing
approaches—public private
partnerships like the cook
stove alliance and microfi
nance—will be needed to

reach the world s energy
poor said Van Leeuwen The

UN Foundation is working on
coordinating a group of 20
UN agencies to develop a
multi year
campaign
to
address the energy poverty
issue

Solar technology is one
way to reach the world s ener

gy poor at an affordable cost
said

Van

Leeuwen

Even

though the cost of big solar
arrays on homes in the devel
oped world continue to be
expensive solar lamps with
battery storage that could

provide good night lighting in
a room and enough power to
charge a cell phone are avail
able for less than 30 she
said

For the energy poor who
live outside of cities local
energy solutions such as

solar or wind energy would be
less expensive than connec
tion to centralized power sta

tions by extending electrical
grids the IEA UNDP report
said About 85 percent of the
people in the world who lack

electricity live in rural areas
the report said
The IEA has calculated

that 100 kilowatt hours per
person annually is the
amount of electricity needed

to

provide

basic

energy

needs to those who now have
none

